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Acrylic Painting: 1-2-3 Easy Techniques to Mastering Acrylic Painting!Its available today!
Providing you with the easy steps to learning the ins and outs of Acrylic PaintingInstructions of
the what supplies you will need!A walk through from getting started to learning different
techniques!Included are what to stay away from and avoid when painting!Why so many struggle
with Acrylic Painting? All inside this read!Secrets on how an artist can capture the art in their
techniques to have their paintings come alive! Lean how you can too!Most importantly providing
you with the tips to adding finishing touches to your masterpiece!Now its up to you! Do you want
to learn how simple it can be or wonder why you never took the chance!Oil Painting: 1-2-3 Easy
Techniques to Mastering Oil Painting!Its available today! Providing you with the easy steps to
learning the ins and outs of Oil PaintingInstructions of the what supplies you will need!A walk
through from getting started to learning different techniques!Included are lists of many styles of
painting!Why so many struggle with Oil Painting? All inside this read!Secrets on how an artist
can capture the art in their techniques to have their paintings come alive! Lean how you can too!
Most importantly providing you with the tips to adding finishing touches to your masterpiece!
Now its up to you! Do you want to learn how simple it can be or wonder why you never took the
chance!Download now and don't wait as Acrylic & Oil Painting is made easy JUST for you!
DOWNLOAD NOW!
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thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book, “Acrylic Painting: 1-2-3 Easy
Techniques to Mastering Acrylic Painting!”This book contains proven steps and strategies on
how to become an expert in creating simply wonderful artworks with the use of acrylic paints,
and with the aid of easy-to-follow tips and advice on the different techniques involved in acrylic
painting. As a beginner in the world of acrylic painting, you probably already have some ideas
about the craft, which is what enticed you to try it in the first place. But getting your act together
and apply what you have learned can be challenging. It can be quite intimidating too; and this is
what this book aims to help you with.The information contained in this book will help you
appreciate the beauty of using acrylics, as well as the versatility that they allow you to enjoy. You
can use acrylics in more ways than you can imagine. You will learn to create many different
effects that are surprisingly easy to execute and yet allow you to turn out amazing (and complex)
works of art.Simply follow the instructions contained here and you will be on your way to making



your very own acrylic masterpieces.Thanks again for downloading this book. I hope you enjoy it!
Chapter 1. Fully Armed: Gathering The Proper Painting Supplies Acrylic painting can serve as a
productive way to pass the time. It is also a good way to put your artistic skills to good use.
Moreover, it is a wonderful way of creating art that you can share to your family and friends. You
will surely have a great time experimenting with acrylic painting, so long as you have the proper
materials.PAINT1. Select the kind of acrylic paint to work with.There is a lot of acrylic paint for
you to choose from. You can easily get confused trying to choose between different brands,
especially since acrylic paint also comes in jars or tubes. The important thing to remember when
it comes to purchasing your acrylic paint is that you may well be better off buying the more
expensive ones.Cheaper brands of acrylic paints might seem budget-friendly, but you will
actually end up spending more if you buy them. They contain fewer pigments than the pricier
ones, which means you will have to use more of them to achieve the vibrant colors you desire.2.
Go for the most basic when choosing your colors.It would be wise to begin acrylic painting by
using the most basic of colors. You can then easily come up with other colors by mixing the
basic ones. It is also important that you do not get carried away when purchasing your colors;
one tube or jar of each of the following should be enough: phthalo blue, cadmium red, azo yellow
medium, phthalo green, burnt umber, Payne’s gray, and titanium white.3. Consider acrylic paint
that comes in tubes.As a beginner, it might be better to use using paint that comes in tubes.
Starting out with smaller amounts of paint can help you avoid wasting too much money on
unused paint. Moreover, the quality of acrylic paint that is contained in a jar is in no way different
from that found inside a tube.BRUSH1. Buy the best paint brushes your budget allows.Because
paintbrushes come in a wide array of brands, styles, shapes, and sizes, deciding what to buy
can easily make you feel overwhelmed. But what is great about acrylic painting is that the paint
(medium) you are working with is water-based, which allows you to use any and all of these
brushes. Be careful to choose brushes that are specifically for acrylic painting, however; you can
actually use those brushes that are designed for use in oil painting (which also come with longer
handles and stiffer bristles), but those that are intended for watercolor (which are designed to
have short handles and soft bristles) will not do.You will find that acrylic paint brushes are made
from either animal hair (mink/sable, squirrel, or hog) or synthetic fibers; other brushes are made
out of a mix of these two materials. To guarantee your success with acrylic painting, go for
synthetic brushes that are made of the highest quality materials. Acrylic paint can be quite
damaging to your brushes: they dry quickly and bind to the bristles, causing the latter to easily
lose their shape.2. Know that size matters in choosing paint brushes.One thing to keep in mind
when choosing your acrylic paint brushes is that the bigger the brush head’s size, the higher the
paint handle’s number will be. Different brush manufacturers do not follow the same sizing,
which is why you can buy a certain brand of 12-inch brush that is slightly bigger than another 12-
inch brush from another brand. To keep things simple, remember that a 12-inch flat brush’s head
generally has a width of about one inch.Speaking of how size matters in choosing your acrylic
paintbrushes, you should buy them while keeping the size of your painting in mind. If you know



that you are definitely going to create a large artwork with no fussy details, then buying a small
brush may not be your best bet. Using the wrong-sized paintbrush is the easiest path to
becoming bored and frustrated with acrylic painting.
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